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Kerala cops have foiled a US-based terrorist attack at the international airport on the Kerala-Tamil Nadu highway in Manakkadu on June 30 last. The US-based Al-Qaida ideologue Yasin Bhatkal along with four others including his wife and a resident of Kerala were arrested in a joint operation involving
Tamil Nadu and Kerala Police in Bangalore on Wednesday. The foiled terror attack is believed to be “inspired by Osama bin Laden’s agenda”, according to Thiruvananthapuram police chief Ashok Kumar, who was in charge of the operation. During interrogation, Bhatkal and the group members stated

that the attack had been planned for the past one-and-a-half years and was to be carried out in Manakkadu by crossing the state border on the highway. Bhatkal is believed to have been in touch with the Ansar-Al-Sharia terrorists in Gujarat and Kerala, the police told The Hindu. Preliminary
investigations indicated that the airport here could have been the target. A cache of weapons, explosive materials and money were also recovered in the operation, the police said. Police had received tip-offs about the activities of the group members last year. “Bhatkal’s wife Areef was a previous

resident of Kollam in Kerala and has a close family connection with a resident of Kollam,” said Ashok Kumar. Bhatkal was a US citizen, while the other four arrested were Indian citizens. According to Kumar, the terrorists were planning a lone blast attack. The group has been inculcated from
Madrassah Al Irshad, Ashabgarh in Kollam. Fifty kilograms of RDX, 58
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